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Le, us consider a moving point x in the d-dimensional integer space Zd 
followirg the random rule that when :c has coordinates (x,. , . . , xd) it changes 
exactly c\ne co-ordinate Ki, 1 s i d d, to 4 + 1 or xi - 1, with probability 1/2d. We 
also assume that x starts at the origin. Polya showed [l] that the probability of x 
returning to the origin is 1 it and only if d = 1 or 2 (see also [2]). 
Suppose now that we have several independent moving points X, y, z, . . . etc. Is 
it sure *I:hat hey will simultaneously be at some moment in the origin? 
Tk~rem. In the cuse of two mooing points the probability that they meft at 
origin is 1 if and only if d =: 1. In the case of three or mere moving poinrs 
probability is always less than 1 in any dimension. 
ihe 
rh is 
Roof. (1) Suppose we have two moving points x, y and d = 1. Consider (x, y) r?s 
a point in 2 dimensions. Clearly it moves in {(x,, yI) E Z2: x, = y, mod 2) following 
the rule that from (x,, y,) it goes to one sf ix, + I. y,+ I). LU, + 1. y, - 1). 
(Xl - 1, ‘II+ 1). (Xi - 1. yI -- 1) with equal prohahility \. It is easy to see tha this 13 
equivalent to an ordinary 2-dimensional random walk with one moving pcint. By 
Polya’s result. the probability of (x, y) returning to (0. 0), and hence of x and .v 
returning simultaneously to the origin, is 1. 
(2) We have 2 moving points x, y and d = 2. Let pzn be the probability of .Y 
being at the rJr]gin after exactly 2n steps. Clearly this probabilitv is ;he SUTV for _v. 
We have 
(2 \ n2 
I 1. 
P2n q x c (2n j! \ ?I ) 
4 k=O 
[k!(n-k)l12=Fm . 
Conseq lrntly the pnlbability I%,, 01 J ad y being siml&aneolr\ly at the cVigin 
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after 21x steps is 
idpplying the Stiriiq a;ysnptotic foruIula we get 
lpoinlts x, y and d 3 3. According to Polya’s result, the 
p;obtinility of x returning TO the origin is less than 1. A fortiori the probability of 
x and y returning s multancously is less than 1. 
(4) We have 3 qsints x, y: t and d = 1. This case is similar to case (2). Let p2,, 
be the probability of’ x being at the origin after 2n steps. (This probability is the 
same fcr y and z.) Let PI!, be the probability of x, y, z being simultaneously at the 
origin after 2n steps. We have 
,!2n’ 3 
I 
B 
I, n f 2n=A =--p-Y 
or asymptotically 
Hence Czs I QZn is convergent, and the probability of x, y, z meeting 
ously at the origin is less than 1. 
(5) If we have mxe th:\n thlree moving points in I dimension, or at 
points with d 2 2, then the result follows from (4), (2) and (3). 
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